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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We’re going to begin with an image of the electrical current of the Universe and basically
what we’re seeing right now is a lot of power surges electrically.
Now they affect the physical body. They affect your electrical currents, maybe some appliances and
what not. And then we’re also seeing an effect upon batteries, having them drain too quickly. That
sort of thing. Or even rechargeable appliances and that sort of thing don’t last as long as they used
to.
So today’s Spirituality Article is on “Power Surges and Batteries” and what to do to make sure that
your physical structure especially is integrating the changes.
Because just like the appliances, you can short circuit something or get too hot in one area of the
body, say the liver getting too warm, the brain getting too warm, etc. And then heart rhythms can
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also be thrown off by these power surges. So you want to be paying very close attention to the
body, moving more slowly, using more discernment, reducing your stress levels, keep as calm and
meditative as you possibly can, that sort of thing.
And then practically speaking, around the house, put surge protectors on more things. If
something is acting kind of strange and flickering or making crackling noises, turn it off and unplug
it, don’t risk anything further than that.
When it comes to batteries, I’d say get the better ones, spend a little bit more for the better ones,
they’ll last longer than the inexpensive ones and in the long run, probably save you some money.
Or rechargeables, so you can kind of keep them going. But even those, when you’re recharging
them, do it through a surge protector.
Alright. We’re very happy that Mercury has gone direct. We’re still in a bumpy time period until
December 28th, which is in the Quarterly Forecast. And we will be having the First Quarter Forecast
for 2012 available soon. The audio is up, the transcript will be up very soon.
As always, thank you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
(Spirituality Article, Transcribed by Micheline Ralet)
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